Makisha plays with magnets
At every chance she gets.
She uses them to make things,
For people and their pets.

One day while watching skaters
Slide by along the pond,
She thought of an invention—
A magnet wonder wand!

With paper clips and paper
Of course a magnet too
Try what young Makisha did—
It's so much fun to do!
MAGNETS ON THE MOVE

What You’ll Need:
• white paper
• scissors
• tape
• paper clips
• construction paper
• markers or crayons
• ruler
• magnet

NOTE: Use a traditional round, square or rectangular magnet. Do not use flat sheet-type magnet.

1. Trace the skater below onto the paper and cut out. Bend the feet and tape them to two paper clips as shown.

2. Tape two sheets of construction paper together for the base. With markers or crayons, draw a pond. Add some houses, trees or bridges.

3. Tape the magnet onto the end of the ruler.

4. Place your skater on the pond and use your magnet wonder wand underneath to do some skating!